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NOTE

Symbols of United X ations documents arc composed of capital letters combined
with figures. Mention of such a symbol indicates a reference to a United Nations
document.
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Introduction
When I submitted the eleventh annual report of the

Secretary-General on the work of the United Nations,
for the period 16 June 1955 to 15 June 1956, I informed
the Member States that the review of the role of the
Organization in world affairs usually incluc~ed as an
introduction to the report would be transmitt-xl :,t 1

later date, closer to the postponed opening of the
eleventh regular session of the General Assembly on
12 November 1956.

Universality and its consequences

In the period under review the most important de
velopment bearing upon the future role of the United
Nations in world affairs is the decisive step that has
been taken toward universality of membership.

'When the General Assembly convenes next month,
sixteen new Member States will be represented and the
Assembly will have before it the unanimous recom
mendation of the Security Council for the admission of
three additional new Members. Thus, after many years
of deadlock, the United Nations will have increased its
membership within a single year by approximately
one-third. Furthermore, important additions have been
made to the member ship of the specialized agencies. The
whole United Nations system, therefore, enters its sec
ond decade far closer than before to becoming, in fact,
a system fully representative of the diversity of the
world community.

The new Members of the United Nations will be
welcomed in their own right. Their admission, and the
admission of other nations which may be expected to
follow in due course, will also be welcomed because of
the opportunities for more effective service to the pur
poses of the Charter that the wider membership will
give to the Organization.

We live in a period of fundamental and rapid changes
in the relationship of nations and peoples having differ
ing cultures and social systems. The new age that is
emerging is an age of promise. It could also become
one of disaster. We are seeking to cope with world
issues of great difficulty but equally of high challenge.
The hope of finding peaceful, just aud constructive solu
tions of these issues rests upon our ability to foster the
growth or understanding, co-operation and mutual
accommodation of interests among all the nations.

Because its Charter is a world Charter, the United
Nations is a unifying force in a divided world. Because
Its institutions are world institutions, they are fitted to
determine the common interest and enlarge the area of
c.ommon grounds. This applies in full measure, I be
heve, to three great challenges of our times. These are:
fi~st, the relationship of the peoples of Asia and Africa
with the peoples of western traditions; second, economic
dev~lopmeilt for that majority of mankind which has so
fa~ shared so-little in the fruits of the industrial age;
third, the unresolved conflict between the ideologies
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that divide the world. Because the United Nations is
now becoming more widely representative, its capacity
to serve as an influence for peace and constructive
progress in meeting these great challenges has been
increased.

To make good use of this increased capacity for
service presents, in itself, a challenge of considerable
difficulty. The admission of many new Members creates
new constitutional, political and organizational problems
for the United Nations. There are such constitutional
questions as those raised by proposals to enlarge the
membership of the Security Council and of the Eco
nomic and Social Council. There are problems of politi
cal adjustment to the fact that changes in world rela
tionships will henceforth be more fully reflected in the
debates and decisions of the United Nations. There are
procedural problems relating to the orderly, responsible
and expeditious conduct of business which increased
membership ir-evitably brings and there are, for the
Secretariat, organizational and administrative problems
to which I shall refer later. These problems are,
however, far outweighed by the opportunity to build a
mere effective world organization.

The United Kations can gro\y in real strength only
to the extent that ways are found to use the Organiza
tion to full advantage for the purposes it was created to
serve. The events of the past year have in SOme respects
given encouraging evidence of such growth.

The role of the United Nations
ill a changing world

Article I of the United Nations Charter states that
one of the main purposes of the United Nations is "to
develop friendly relations among nations based on
respect for the principle of equal rights and self
determination of peoples". This recognition of the prin
ciple of self-determination as a basis for friendly rela
tions among nations means that democratic ideals,
which have carried many peoples to new heights, are
given a world-wide application. The Governments sig
natories to the Charter have formulated here a policy
which, in the light of history, may wen come to be
regarded as one of the most significant landmarks of
our times.

The United Nations, of course, is not the cause of
the great change through which more than half of man
kind, for centuries voiceless, has grown into or is now
moving toward membership of the world community as
citizens of independent national States. But the Organ
ization is inevitably a focal point for efforts so to
guide the difficult and delicate development that this
progress may be achieved in peace and become a means
to reinforce peace.

To say this is not to overlook that, in many cases,
other procedures than those created by the Charter may
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Atomic energy

United Nations also has a bearing on the Suez problem
which, when this is written, is before the Security
Council. r shall make no further comment on any of
these problems here.

The Palestine question has a position more inde
pendent of the general development to which I have
referred, but it is not unrelated in certain of its aspects.
Since I have recently submitted several reports to the
Security Council on the situation in Palestine, r do \1\
not consider it necessary to give here any further SUm

mary of developments since the last session of the
Assembly. It may, however, be appropriate to stress I
my continuing belief, in spite of the difficulties and I
disappointments encountered, that the approach chosen I'

by the Security Council last spring is one that should
be followed up with all possible energy. I believe that
the Council has improved the chances of developing a
policy helpful to the Governments and peoples working
for peace in the area, by adding to its public debate of
the issues involved a direct diplomatic approach to the I
Governments in the region, along the lines of its resolu- I,

tions of last spring. 1\

1
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Since my last report, much progress has been made

toward building a world-wide partnership in the de
velopment of atomic energy for peaceful purposes which
will place the common interest above political dif
ferences.

The International Atomic Energy Conference con
vened by the U nited Nations in the summer of 1955
at Geneva proved to be an important turning-point in
this direction. At this Conference, channels for the
free exchange of peaceful atomic knowledge, which had 1\
been closed, were opened wide. The Conference resulted !
in a sharing of scientific and engineering knowledge of i'
unprecedented scope in this field. This, in itself, will I!
benefit the world for years to come. It laid the founda- ~

tion for further and more rapid progress toward mas- I
tery of the practical applications of this new source of +
energy. But the Conference did more than this. It was ft
a successful re-assertion of faith in international co- r
operation for the common benefit. In a time of tension ~
and anxiety, it gave evidence that our generation was fl
capable of a political initiative worthy of its scientific
and technical achievements.

The spirit of co-operation was evident also in the
successful outcome of the discussions and negotiations
on a new International Atomic Energy Agency, culmi
nating in the conference of eighty-two nations on the
draft statute now in session at United Nations Head
quarters. It was equally evident in the unanimous deci
sions of the General Assembly last year to hold a sec
ond United Nations conference for the exchange of
technics I information on peaceful uses and to establish
the fifteen-member Scientific Committee on the Effects
of Atomic Radiation. The Advisory Committee to the
Secretary-General on atomic matters has recommended
that the second conference should take place on or about
1 September 1958. The Radiation Committee has made
a good start upon its important work of assembling and
evaluating available information in this field and will
hold its second meeting later this month. Finally, on the
basis of the progress made during the past year, there
is good reason to hope that the International Atomic
Energy Agency will come into being 17 xt year, and
that it will function in close relationship with the United

provide possibilities of working' out fundamental ele
ments of the new relationship. The Charter itself fore
sees negotiations between parties as an initial step in
the solution of conflicts which are unavoidable during a
period of fundamental change. But I believe that such
negotiations gain by being conducted against the back
ground of the Purposes and Principles of the Charter
and that the results can usefully be brought within the
framework of the United Nations. If the negotiations
prove unsuccessful, they should then be followed up
on the basis laid down and in the forms prescribed by
the Charter.

It is important to remember that the Charter en
dorses self-determination as a basis for friendly rela
tions among nations. Both unrealistic impatience in the
movement toward self-determination and wasteful re
sistance to it would contradict this philosophy of the
Charter by leading to conflicts which might threaten
peace. Under the Charter, the nations concerned are
therefore called upon to further the movement toward
self-determination in such a manner as to strengthen
the bonds of world community instead of weakening
them.

Forces that stimulate this movement have also led to
the emergence of a new nationalism. This nationalism
can be a constructive element, raising the dignity and
stature of peoples and rnobiliaing their best moral re
sources. But, in a period of severe emotional strains,
it may also find expressions which are in fact hostile to
the steady growth of the very national life it aims to
serve. The United Nations may help in avoiding such
a self-defeating development.

Within the community of nations, so great a change
in the political relationships must arouse deep emotions
on all sides. Positions long vital to great nations are
i.rvolved. And on the other side the intensity of aspira
tions for equal status creates pressures for extreme
action. I am convinced that in this situation the United
Nations could be a source of greater assistance to
Governments than it has so far been, The give and take
of public debate has been firmly established within the
Organization and plays a valuable role in the determina
tion of the common interest, but the resources for
reconciliation, which the Organization can also provide,
have not received equal recognition. The tensions of
our time are too severe to permit us to neglect these
resources and should impel us to use the United Na
tions in such a manner as to widen the possibilities for
constructive negotiation which are inherent in the
natut e of the Organization.

vVe should, I believe. seek a development which
would give greater emphasis to the United Nations as
an instrument for negotiation of settlements, as distinct
from the mere debate of issues. The Charter does not
envisage settlements imposed by force. But the obliga
tion of States to settle their disputes by peaceful meth
ods does not mean that principles of justice and interna
tional law may be disregarded. The Charter reconciles
the obligation of peaceful settlement with the objective
of justice and equity through its emphasis on peaceful
negotiation in which the full weight of the world com
munity, as organized in the United Nations under the
Principles of the Charter, is brought to bear on the
issue at stake.

The preceding observations have, in varying degree,
a bearing on several problems which will come up for
consideration in the forthcoming session of the General
Assembly. What has been said about the role ef the~"1

;j
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It becomes steadily more significant to the rest of the
world that the Continent of Africa, with some two
hundred million inhabitants, is in a crucial state of
transition. Changes in political, economic and social
ways are taking place in much of the Continent, at
times perhaps with a rapidity too great for proper
assimilation. On the other hand, there is a growing
restiveness, born of impatient nationalism, racial handi
caps, and frustrated aspirations, that is virtually en
demic to some areas. The urgency of the time factor in
seeking peaceful and orderly solutions for Africa's basic
problems has become even more evident in the year
under review than before.

It is quite clearly in prospect that the voices of
Africa which will be heard henceforth in the United
Xations will be increasingly those of the Africans
themselves. Morocco, Sudan and Tunisia, having
achieved independence, are in process of admission to
membership, This will expand to eight the number of
Member States in the African Continent. The Gold
Coast is well on the way to becoming a fully sovereign
member of the British Commonwealth under the name
of Ghana, and may be seeking membership within the
coming year. Nigeria is advancing rapidly along the
same road. The independence promised by the General
Assembly to Somaliland under Italian administration
becomes due in 1960.

In the interest of the common good, the United Na
tions must seek to be as helpful as possible to this
Continent in transition-to its independent and de
pendent areas alike. Last May, the United Nations
supervised the plebiscite in the Trust Territory of
Togoland under United Kingdom administration, in
which a majority of Togol-se voters favoured union
with an independent Gold Coast, Subsequently, the
Trusteeship C.nmcil recommended to the General As
sembly termination of the trusteeship when the Gold
Coast attains independence within the British Com
monwealth. These were precedent-making and historic
steps toward fulfilment of the Charter objectives for
dependent peoples.

There are clear constitutional limitations to the extent
of other United Nations contributions to orderly prog
ress in Africa. Nevertheless, even within these limita
tions, the United Nations can, I believe, be more helpful
than it has been. Its necessarily modest efforts can he
undertaken on a wider basis and possibly in some new
directions.

The broad assurances of the United Nations Charter
might be spelled out more specifically in their applica
tion to individual territories. The question of the course
of development that a people may anticipate is no less
valid for the peoples of Africa than for any other
peoples. It would seem to be in the best interest of all
the nations concerned with Africa and its future that
Africans should be as fully advised as possible on this
score.

It is evident that in the immediate future the pace
of economic, social and political development in many
places will have to he substantially accelerated if serious
stresses are to be averted. The pace in the past, when
confronted with the new demands and pressures of this
day, inevitably appears too casual and leisurely. The
international community, through its various channels
of technical aid, affords, upon call, a ready means of
assistance toward more rapid development, whatever
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Africa

Disarmament

Nations and with the specialized agencies, in accordance
with the reC01111r endations of the General Assembly.
Such a relationship will undoubtedly he to the mutual
benefit of the organizations and safeguard that unity of
action, with freedom of initiative, which is essential for
the success of this new development.

Our knowledge points tc the probability that atomic
energy will become in the not too distant future a
major new source of power for a second industrial
revolution. The new capacity tor economic expansion
that will be ours when this time comes can be turned
to the support of economic progress in all countries.
It can, in particular, facilitate a faster rate of economic
development in those parts of the world where the
standard of living continues to lag dangerously far
behind the industrialized areas. It can also help our
efforts 1..1 reduce tensions and conflicts by removing
some of their economic and social causes. It can do so,
and the inequities and weaknesses which marred the
industrial revolution of the last century can be avoided,
under one condition. VVe must continue to guide the
development in the same spirit of co-operation that has
marked its beginnings. And we must entrust to the new
International Atomic Energy Agency and other United
Nations activities in this field responsibilities commen
surate with the central role of world organization in
matters which vitally c.oncern the common welfare of
a!l nations.
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The past year has been a time of re-assessment of the
problem of disarmament in the nuclear age. Strong evi
dence has been given of the growing mutual recognition
that the immensely destructive power of the new weap
ons has made another world war incompatible with
national survival on both sides. This. in itself. should
help to pave the road toward agreement on a system
for the international control and reduction of arma
ments. Also, the advances in and wider sharing of
atomic knowledge and technology, together with the
evolution that is under way in international political
affairs, are leading Governments to re-think and re
examine the problems of effective controls.

The main new proposals that have emerged in the
disarmament discussions during the past year have been
advanced primarily as partial or limited steps of a

1S evident also in the confidence-building nature. There have been the pro-
.sions and negotiations posals of the _United States and of the USSR aimed at
~nergy Agency, culmi- preventing a surprise attack, the proposals of the

Western Powers and of the USSR for a limited initiality-two nations on the
United Nations Head- I' reduction of armed forces, the proposal of France for
in the unanimous deci- the publication of military budgets, the proposal of the
ist year to hold a sec- United Kingdom to tryout inspection and control in

for the exchange of a limited area and the proposal of India to end experi-
I uses and to establish mental explosions of nuclear weapons.
nmittee on the Effects Little, if any, progress toward the necessary measure
iory Committee to the., of agreement on any of these proposals has been evident
ters has recommended " in the disarmament discussions that have taken place
take place on or about since the last session of the General Assemblv. This

1 Committee has made I. should not, however, discourage renewed efforts to
'ark of assembling and I further an atmosphere of greater mutual confidence.
in this field and will ~ If the nations have found it possible to join together in
month. Finally, on the f a constructive programme to use atomic energy for
g the past year, there ~ man's peaceful progress, they should also be able to
International Atomic find a way in time to join together in a disarmament

being t~ xt year, and programme that will provide them all with safeguards
mship with the United against destruction.

~-
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Introduc

on expanded exports of primary products to indust
countries, but must embark upon a programme or br
economic development. It is true that, because of
great difference in their productive capacity, the e
nomically under-developed countries cannot hope
many years to come to match in absolute terms the r
of growth in the economically advanced countries.
less, however, at least a higher percentage rate
growth in the economically under-developed count
than in the developed countries can be achieved, it \
be impossible ever to increase the share of the I
developed countries in the distribution of the per ea
income of the world. This should be a reasonable c

attainable target for economic development. So far, t
target has not been reached and the trend persists
the other direction. Even in percentage terms, the p
have become relatively poorer.

Put this way, it is easy to see how wrong and h
dangerous it would be to permit such a trend to c
tinue. The political, economic and social consequen
of failure to take adequate and timely remedial act
upon the hopes of all nations for peace and a bet
life are only too apparent. We must intensify our
forts, both national and international, to reverse
trend by stepping up, on a considerable scale,
processes of economic development.

I would be the last to minimize the difficulties
complexities that confront the nations in this field.
many-sided character of the problem of economic de
opment is abundantly clear; we have grown incre
iugly aware not only of its economic dimensions 1
also of its diverse social ramifications. The goal of e
nomic development implies for many countries a c
certed undertaking to set up an industrial revolut
more rapid than that which transformed western
ropean civilization, and yet does not involve the extre
social costs which were then incurred. It is self-evid
that the primary responsibility for such an undertak
must rest with the under-developed countries the
selves. Nevertheless, I believe there are several ar
open to more effective international action which wo
contribute to the ends we seek.

STABILIZATION OF COMMODITY PRICES

There is, first, the problem of attenuating fluctuati
in commodity markets upon which the economic
under-developed countries are so heavily depend
both for their income and their foreign exchange
quirements. To the extent that we can progress tow
a solution of this problem we shall be better able
place the problem of assistance through the flow
international capital in proper perspective.

Since the economically under-developed countries
pend to so large an extent upon exports of prim
products for their export earnings, they are especia
vulnerable to the extreme price fluctuations that h
continued to characterize the world commodity m
kets, As I pointed out to the Economic and So
Council last July, the vital importance of stabilizati
of commodity prices to economic development is sho
by the fact that even in highly prosperous times fluct
tions in commodity earnings frequently cancel out s
eral times over the international assistance a coun
may be receiving from all sources. Furthermore,
change of only 5 per cent in average export prices
approximately equivalent to the entire annual infl
of private and public capital and government grants
under-developed countries.
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Economic and social questions

the existing status of the people and territory concerned.
A preliminary United Nations technical assistance mis
sion is about to visit Morocco and Tunisia at the re
quest of the Governments of these two countries. The
need being so large, there is a sound basis for expecting
more requests for such assistance. The United Nations
should be prepared to meet these growing needs.

As concerns those economic and social programmes
and activities relating to Africa which are undertaken
within the United Nations family, there is undoubtedly
a need for further efforts toward developing effective
co-ordination and a common perspective. I shall, in due
course, offer some suggestions in this direction within
the area of Secretariat responsibilities.

THE E;CONOMIC SITUATION

At its summer session this veal' the Economic and
Social Council marked its tenth" anniversary by review
ing the main economic trends of the past ten years and
the development of international action during that
periou in support of the objectives of Article SS of the
Charter. The United Nations economic surveys and the
statements of representatives of Member Governments
pointed to many positive achievements, both national
and international, which provide good foundations for
further progress. They also made clear that some of the
most important economic and social problems confront
ing the world are almost as far from solution as they
were ten years ago.

Most serious is the continued widening of the gap
between the industrially advanced countries and the
under-industrialized countries in the relative rate of
growth of per capita incomes since before the war.
This has occurred in spite of all the effort and attention
that have been directed over the past decade in national,
bilateral, regional and United Nations programmes
toward the economic development of those vast areas
of the world where poverty continues to be the law of
life for the great majority of mankind.

While we have not yet succeeded in bridging the gap
between economically developed and under-developed
countries, we have come to understand better that the
problem has roots in the world structure of demand.

With the growth of output and income in most of
the industrial countries, it is true that the demand for
primary production may be expected to rise, but expe
rience over a long period has shown that this rise is far
from proportional. Even if supplies of primary products
were to keep pace with the demand and the terms of
trade were to remain unchanged, the growth of income
earned in primary production would lag considerably
behind the growth in income of industrial countries.

As is demonstrated in the World Economic Survey,
1955, the growth of total output in the economically
under-developed countries has lagged behind that of the
developed countries, not so much because of lesser
progress in each of the major sectors of production
taken separately, but because agriculture, which ac
counts for a much higher proportion of the total in
these countries, almost everywhere has expanded at a
much lower rate than has industrial production.

If the economically under-developed countries are
even to maintain, let alone increase, their relative share
of the world's total output, they cannot rely exclusively
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The stabilization of the prices of primary products
should, I believe, have a high priority in an intensified
programme for economic development. I do not suggest
new international machinery for this purpose. 'What is
needed is greater understanding and goodwill on the
part of both Governments and people in using the
machinery that already exists. We have bng ceased to
accept unemployment as the price for keeping an in
dustrial economy in balance. \Ve have also accepted full
employment as an international as well as a national
obligation. Equally, we must come to realize that vio
lent price fluctuations in the commodity markets are not
productive of economic balance in the world, but of
economic chaos, with all its political and social conse
quences in the under-developed countries. And we must
learn to accept commodity price stabilization as an
international obligation inseparable from the increasing
economic inter-dependence of the world community. A
more stable and expanding foreign trade is the most
essential economic condition of, and will supply the
greatest financial resources for, the necessary accelera
tion of the processes of economic development.

INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

VVe have also to face the fact that the flow of interna
tional capital has failed in the past ten years even to
regain its importance of only a generation ago; this is
the case in relation both to trade and to income and
investment. It is evident that we must seek ways to
increase the supply of foreign investment capital, both
public and private, available for economic developrr.ent.
The past several years have witnessed an increase in
governmental action, both in capital-exporting and
capital-importing countries, designed to promote the
international flow of private capital, but the results
have thus far been rather limited. Recent events have
once again brought to the forefront the importance of
international confidence for the flow 0; private capital.

In the field of international organization, the Inter
national Finance Corporation is now in being and is a
step in the right direction. So would be the establish
ment of the proposed Special United Nations Fund for
Economic Development. But an adequate solution of
the problem involves, of course, considerations much
wider than can be answered by new institutions alone.

It has often been said that heavy expenditures for
armaments to defend national security make it difficult
to increase the flow of capital for economic develop
ment. However true this may be, to make adequate
progress in economic development dependent upon dis
armament is to put the cart before the horse. \Ve need
a wider understanding and acceptance of the fact that
a successful programme of economic development is
one of the most necessary elements in building up the
conditions of stability and confidence which will make
possible real progress toward disarmament. Such a pro
gramme would he one of the greatest and most lasting
contributions we could make toward strengthening the
security of all nations.

THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME

In addition to new measures for stabilizing the for
eigri trade of the economically under-developed coun
tries and in other ways increasing the financial re
sources available for economic development it is evident
that we need also to increase the flow of skills and
experts.

5

This year's review of the United Nations Expanded
Programme of Technical Assistance has confirmed the
growing usefulness of the programme. In the political
sense, it is a living demonstration that it is possible for
diverse and differing nations to work effectively to
gether for the common good. It has shown itself to be
well adapted to the requirements of the countries seek
ing help. On the other hand, it is also clear that the
technical assistance needs of those countries far exceed
the present financial resources of the programme. A
realistic re-appraisal of the role of multilateral tech
nical assistance in economic development will lead, I
believe, to the conclusion that the resources available to
the programme should be increased in order to enable
it to respond more fully to the needs that are so evident.

THE ADMINISTRATIVE GAP IN NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMMES

The administrative problem confronting nations
which are entering the industrial age for the first time
deserves more attention than it has received. The lack
of a sufficient number of experienced officials to ad
minister national economic development plans is com
mon to most of these countries. In the long run, as a
social structure better adapted to the requirements of
moc.ern technology is built up, they will develop a class
of national administrators adequate to their needs. But
for many years the shortage of such a class will be
strongly felt.

In the short run there is, for many of these coun
tries, no way to fill the administrative gap without out
side help. It is for this reason that I have suggested
consideration of creating a new type of international
civil service, whose members .vould be Seconded for
duty as administrators to Governments needing them
for their national development programmes. As distinct
from experts under the technical assistance programme,
who give advice but are not normally entrusted with
executive responsibilities, such officials would be ex
pected to serve in an executive capacity the Govern
ments ill which they were seconded. They would, at
the same time, help the Governments to build up more
rapidly the trained personnel needed for their national
administrations, both by their contribution to "on-the
job" training and by service in administrative training
programmes such as those to which the United Nations
Technical Assistance Administration is giving increas
ing aid.

I recognize, of course, that there are many legal and
organizational questions that require study and clari
fication before an international service of this kind could
be established. The creation of such a service should, of
course, be attempted only if it would be welcomed by
the interested countries themselves. But there is evi
dence that the urgency of the need is becoming ever
more apparent to Governments now struggling, with
insufficiently manned administrations, to cope with the
complex and difficult problems that confront them. I
also believe that the political circumstances which domi
nate our age point to the world community as the best
source of outside assistance of this kind. The world
community should be prep-red to respond to this need.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Four years ago, the first United Nations World
Social Report found that the people of the villages were
the forgotten men of economic development. While

I
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their pr'lblt'ms remain far from solution it is fair tu say
that tudnv most 1iovvrnments art' undertnkim; in sume
degree tlit, extension to its rural popnlatiun of technical
services in agriculture, health, education and welfnr«.
This extension has heen most effective in countries
which haw undertaken these progranuues with full at
tention to the importance of community participation.
We have wituessed a real surge of interest in many
Member States in these community dcvelopmei t pro
grammes, The results an' not always spectacular in
physical terms. the improvements effected an' small in
themselves, hut they are clearly expressive of a new
spirit of self-confidence which has started people on a
forward move. \\'l' shall he mistaken if we losl' sight of
the great potential for contributing to material advance
ment through the voluntary mobilization of individual
human resources and the awakening of dormant incen
tin's. This has a special significance for development in
those areas where scarcities of capital. skills. and mana
gerial competence now operate as inhibiting factors.

The difficulties attendant upon social and institutional
changes at both national and local levels are only too
evident. It seems to 111e that the United Xatious can
make a constructive contribution in assisting Govern
ments to achieve this new orientation. which holds such
great promise not only for economic development but
also for enhancing the "dignity and worth of the human
person".

OTHER PRACTICAL STEPS

The international community can also help to
strengthen economic and social development pro
grammes in two areas \\ here knowledge of the basic
facts is frequently insufficient for sound planning. In
tensified efforts are required to assist many countries
in improving the content and methodology of national
statistics and in training statisticians. And we need to
know more about the relation of population growth and
other demographic problems to development, particu
larly with respect to internal migration from rural areas
to the cities. I hope to give to the Economic and Social
Council an analysis of these problems in the forthcom
ing World Social Report.

\Ve should, I feel, take further steps to encourage
the development of regional economic co-operation
within the United Xations framework. The work of
the Economic Commissions for Europe. for Asia and
the Far East and for Latin America provides one of
the most promising avenues open to the Member Gov
ernments for common action leading to more effective
results in programmes of economic and social devel
opment.

Am TO CHILDREN AND REFUGEES

The United Nations programmes for children and for
refugees \,,'ere established by the Member nations as
responses of conscience by the international community
to clearlv felt needs. The United Nations Children's
Fund is' increasingly effective in its work because of
the support that Members are rightly providing in
growing measure. But support for the programmes of
aid to refugees continues to lag far behind despite rc
peated appeals. Surely it is incumbent upon all con
cerned that the comparatively small amounts needed for
these victims of war and political upheaval should be
forthcoming.

•Introductlon
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TIlt' 1)rg;mi..atiou has continued tu deal with some
human rights que~tio\h in the traditional uiunuer v-that
is tll ~ay, through the preparation of interuatiounl l'OU
veutiuus un particular a~\It'l'ts llf humau rights. I luring
the \Ia~t year agn'l'nlt'ut was reached un tilt' substantive
pruvisiuns of the Convention llll the :':ationality of
:\Iarrit'd \\'llnlt'n, and a l'nited Xations conference. at
tended hy rcprc-eututives of OWl' lifty States. approved
and opened for signature an international instrument
outlawing deht hllndage, serfdom awl other forms of
servile status. This "Supplementary Convention on the
Abolition of Slaverv, the Slave Trade and Institutions
and Practices ~illlllar to ~la\·er\'''. also includes all
agreed solution of a problem whi'ch has long pfl'OCCU
pied the United Xutions, namely, the question of the
application of L'nitl'd Xatiou-, conventious to Trust and
Xon-Self-t ioverning Territories. The compromise so
lution reached at this conference might help in reruov
ing one of the obstacles to an agreement on the ,ove
nants on human rights,

The l'nited Xations will soon be engaged in studying
developments in the observance of human rights
thronghout the workl hy means of a periodic reporting
system which may prove to be of cuusideral.le signifi
cance. Combined with this svstcm there will be a series
of intensive studies of the t:\'olution and application of
specific rights or gruups of rights. including a series of
studies of discrimination in various fields, An encour
aging development during the past year has been the
willingness of nearly all Governments to co-operate
with the Uuitcd ~ations in the preparation of such
global studies as a prelude to further action. This re
porting system should not he allowed to develop into a
vehicle for the criticism of Xl ember States. and the
studies of particular rights should not become mere
catalogues of instances in which those rights have been
violated or denied, The Jlurpose of these activities
should he to share experiences and techniques that may
help us to make more progress in promoting human
rights.

I n response to government requests. preparations
are going forward to develop the programmc of advi
sory services in the field of human rights which the
General Assemblv authorized at its last session. \ Vhen :,.,
addressing the Commission on Human Rights earlier
this year. I confessed to some sc-.pticism about applying
in this area certain methods usually associated with
technical assistance progral1lmes, Since then proposals
have emerged which, I now believe, may well con
tribute to the clarification of some human rights prob
lems. I refer particularly to the sharing of experience
through seminars under the new programme of advi
sory services.

Budget and administration

ECONO:\IY AND CONCENTRATION OF EFFORT

The need to devote additional resources to the most
urgent of the tasks which the United Nations system
exists to serve underlines the imnortance of economy
in the allocation and use of the total resources that can
be made available. On the administrative side. l\Ieln
bel' Covertlments are familiar with the views of the
Secretary-General and the steps he has taken toward re
ducing administrative costs. But economy is also, and
primarily, a question of the number and scope of pro-
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uranuues that Xl emlx-r Goverurueut« ask 1!1t' L'nited
~ations to uudertake, ~lany t'(forts ha:'(' ,lw,'n exert.ed
over tll\' past three yt'ars-i~l tht: Spt:\'lah,~e.) ag'('nc\('s
as well ,IS in the l'uilell :\alltllb Ilst,lt by r\'prt'se~lla

tin's of ( ioverumeuts nnd by tht', St'ert'tariat t,o achieve
'I ureatcr measure of concentrunon UJlOU major tasks,
~~vt,;·tlll'less, the tendency still persists to prolifl'n~t('
progrnnuuvs which are then fre![ut'lltly vndowecl With
inadequate resources.

This dichotomv has proved to Ill' one of the most
stubborn aihuents afllictiru; the participation by :\1 em
iler (iovernments ill international organization. So long
as it continues the capacity of the world l'lJlll~mlllit): to
respond ndequntely to the really great 11eeds.ut our tune
will be impaired. Economy must not he ad!le\'~d at the
expense uf effective performance t!f, the 1!la~Or tasks
which are rightly entrusted tn the L nited Xations. But
economv hv concentration of resources upon these tasks
is an ol;jective greatly to be el"sired, I. warlll~y welcome
the resolution recently adopted on this subject by the
Economic and Social Council.

I NTERl'\AL ORt;A:>; lZATl1 l:>;,\1. \J1'I~STIOl'\S

As alreadv indicated, the wider membership and
the growing "responsibilitie.s .of th~ ()rgallizatiOl~. c~eate
problems also of an administrative .nature. \\ ithin a
framework set by the creatcst possible economy, the
1l1~lin task of th~se resl~onsihle for the administration
of the Secretariat is to sec to it that the personnel re
sources arc so utilized and co-ordinated as to provide
for the highest erficiency. In the reorganization which
has been put into effect over the last Iew ~'ears, ron
siderable attention was gi\'en to the question of the
balance between officials on the most senior level and
the rest of the staff. It was pointed out that a stream
lining operation reducing the total. l~t~I~lller of staff ne~

essarily must increase the responsibilities for .leadership
on high levels and that"herefore, a reduction ~f the
senior posts could nev~r be t,pected .!o he pr~portIOnate

to the zeneral reduction 01 the staff. In spite of that.
the reo~ganization led to a reduction of the total cost
for officials on the top level of close to 2.1:\ per cent.

The lack of necessary experience \\·ith t~le new ar
rangements and certain adjustmenb mac\(o 1Il order to
facilitate the transition from the older system, gave to
the new organization on the senio~ leve!s a tentativ.e
character and it was nl\' declared Illtentlon to SUllllllt
for the a{)p;'oval of the (;eneral Assemhly such. definite
proposals concerning arrangement,s on the .selllor le.vel
as might emerge from the experIences galll.ed dur~ng

a trial period, I hope to present at thl' "t\~'eltth sessIOn
of the General Assemblv a report contal111l1g such pro
posals, However, it m-ay be appropriat~ for l,ne,. in
anticipation of that report. to gl\'e a hnef evaltlatlOn
of the situation as it appears now.

The whole questiQn of the organization at the senio,r
level is closelv related to the development of the pOSI
tion and functions of the Secretary-General himself. In
the aclministrative field, an important element in the
reorganization was that the previous arrangement by
which an Assistant Secretary-General was the normal
link between the Secretary-Gneral and the Principal
f';rectors in charo"e of personnel problems and bud
get lry que~tions ~vas abandoned so that. instead, a
Director of Personnel and a Controller. hoth with rank
of Under-Secretary, would report directly to the
Secretary-General. It was then assumed that close co-
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operutiou should Ill' established between till' two officials
just nu-ntiuncd. hut that tl)('y would both l,u\v(: such
m'l't'SS to the S('tTetarv-( j('lwral as would renuer It 1''';'
sihle for him to t'xert a direct and personal leadership
in the two main administrative' fields, It is my expe
rience, from the two years that this new systc:n~ has
been functioning. that it has led to lIlc~('asl'd efficiency
and smoothness of operation without III any way 111

creasing the burden on the Secretary-Cencral per
sonallv. It has recentlv been suggested that It might he
advisable to revert tli the previous arrnngement, pr~
sumablv because of a feeling' that the other re~po~sl
hilities "of the Secretnry-General would render It ~1f!1

cult for him also to put his ful~ weight hehit~d.~dnlll1ls
trative policies, especially the Important actrvmes pur
sued hv the Director of Personnel and the Controller.
As indicated. experience so far does not lead me to
believe that such a reversal of the present arrangement
would he to the advantage of the Administration. I
would, however, like to postpone my final judgement.
X ext war the longer experience gathered would also
make -it easier for Member Governments to reach a
definite conclusion.

The suztrestion referred to above draws attention to
the incre~~ed responsibilities which the Secretary
General has had to shoulder in recent times. These re
sponsihilities have, especially in the course of 1956,
made it necessary for the Secretary-General to be
absent from Headquarters for considerable periods and
have engaged an increasing part of his tim~ when ~t

Headquarters. This development has been h!lked prI
marily to the special t,:5;'S entru~te~ to the. Secretary
General bv the Securitv Council III relation to the
Palestine problem. It is,'of course, ~oo .early to say to
what extent such special tasks may IIldlcate. a contmu
ing trend in the development of the functions of the
Secretarv-General. In any event, they have demon
strated the desirability of a system sufficiently flexible
to enable the Secretary-General to devote a major pa;t
of his time to specific political proble~l1S. ~1though, 111

the light of experience, I would consld~r It premature
to put forward any proposals now which woul~ h~lp

to increase this flexibilitv, I feel that the Organization
is facing here a questio;1 which merits attention on a
long-term basis.

\Vith a Secretariat whose executive head under the
Charter is the only elected officer and who, for that
reason, can delegate his responsibilities only to a
limited extent, the possibilities of creating such a flexi
bility are necessarily restricted. One is indicated by the
proposal to reintroduce a senior post above the pos~s

of Director of Personnel and Controller. Other pOSSI
biliti(·s might he to regularize a system by which part
of the specific responsibilities of the Secretary-General
are delerrated for longer periods, for example one year,
in rotati~n among the senior officials. Still another pos
sibilitv would be to create an intermediary post of
Deputy Secretary~Generaleither elected by the Gen~ral
Assembly or appointed by the S~cretary-General ~lIn

self as his personal representative for all questIOns
which he because of his ot:1er duties, might not be able
to follo\\: in the wav and to the extent \vhich is de
sirable, None of th;se possible solutions is free from
serious obj ections, So far I do not consider that the
responsibilities of the Secretary-General ha:,e b~en SUC?

as to overburden him personally or to restrIct hIS pOSSI
bilities of fulfilling his various functions. Were it to
become necessary, it might be possible to overcome
temporary difSculties by an ad hoc arrangement, cover-
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ing, for example, such a special assignment as the one
till' Secretarv-Geueral now has in relation to till' Pales
tine pruhleru, In a final consideration of the question
raised here no innovations should, of course, be made
which might weaken the unity of policy and introduce
elements of political controversy or lead to administra
tive iundvertencies.

Belonging to the same category of problems is the
question of the proper number ~)f Under-Secretaries
and other officials on the most senior level of equal
rank. The view has been expressed that the number of
officials on this level at present is unduly large. It has
been felt that this represented a lack of economy. ','.'as
bound to lead to difficulties in the co-ordination of the
various activities, and might put the Secretary-General
under an unnecessary pressure in his efforts to maintain
current contact with all the senior officials. In part. the
present number of senior officials is explained by his
torical circumstances; it is my hope that. at the end of
the trial period. the proposals put forward can oe
framed independently of such considerations. I have
given the matter constant and careful thought and my
conclusion is that, even on a purely rational basis. only
a minor reduction of the present number of senior of
ficials is possible. To some extent that is explained by
the need to provide for a wide geographical distribution.
The main reason, however. is of another character. It
should not be overlooked that the Secretariat has to
cover a field not much less diversified than that of a
national cabinet and that, therefore, specialization on
the top level must be pushed fairly far. A simple
enumeration will indicate what I have in mind. Senior
officials are necessary for all the three Councils and
for servicing the General Assembly and its committees,
Such officials are likewise necessary for public informa
tion and for legal matters. In the purely administrative
field, it is necessary to have special senior officials in
charge of the Executive Office of the Secretary-General,
of the Office of Personnel, of the Office of the Controller
and of the very numerous problems relating to the
administration of the buildings and technical services of
the Organization. Likewise, a senior official must be
in charge of the administration of technical assistance.
Finally, there are three regional commissions and the
European Office. In at least one of the Departments
the Department for Economic and Social Affairs-there
is, further, an undeniable need for a deputy with respon
sibility also for relationships 'with the specialized agen
cies. In the special case of the Technical Assistance
Board, which has an inter-agency secretariat, there
must be a senior official, appointed by the Secretary-
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General in consultation with the heads of the organiza
tions participating in tilt' Expanded Programme of
Technical Assistance. to serve as Executive Chairman.
This enumeration, which represents the number of spe
cialized responsibilities requiring the leadership of a
senior official reporting directly to the Secretary
General, alrendv amounts to seventeen different posts.
\Vhen attention" is paid also to a reasonable geographical
distribution and certain vital needs which may be
expected to .~rise from time to time, such as the atoms I

for peace programme, it is difficult not to exceed this
figure, which differs from the present number of senior
posts only by four.

For a comparison it may b. pointed out that, in the
svstem prevailing before the present reorganization, the
number of posts of Assistant Secretaries-General and
Principal Directors, taken together, was higher than
the present number of posts on the present unified
Under-Secretary level. This is explained mainly by the
fact that, in the earlier system, in a number of the enu
merated cases, both an Assistant Secretary-General and
a Principal Director functioned-all of them reporting
to the Secretary-General-where now only an Under
Secretary is in charge. I have already mentioned that
this simplification, which in my view has functioned
well, has reduced the impact on the Secretary-General,
has led to better co-ordination, and has likewise ren
dered possible considerable savings. One consequence
of the change, which in my view later experience has
fully borne out, is that the officials on the new Under
Secretary level all carry greater responsibilities than
the previous Principal Directors, together with respon- I

sibilities which, although slightly different in direction, I

are at least comparable in importance to those pre
viously exercised in theory by the Assistant Secretaries
General. The change is characteristic of what is a gen
eral trend in foreign service from what might be called
political diplomacy to diplomatic administration of a
policy-making type.

My justification for raising in this Introduction in
a preliminary way these various organizational prob
lems, which may seem peripheral and too technical
properly to be included, is the considerable interest at
tached to them by Governments at the present juncture
when, more than ever, the highest standards must be
requested, not only of the individual members of the
Secretariat. but also of the organization of the Secre
tariat if it is to meet the increasing demands that justly
are put on it in face of the growing responsibilities of
the United Nations.

Dag HAMMARSKJOLD

Secretary-General
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